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Agenda

▪ Statutory and Regulatory Context
▪ New Measures – Framework and Process
▪ Recent Additions
▪ Other Technologies under Consideration
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Expanding EE & DR
Programs to
Renewable and Clean
Energy

Statutory Context
▪ The Energy Act of 2018 amended the Green Communities Act to expand
the enumerated list of potential program offers that may be included in the
Three-Year Plans. Energy Act of 2018, at § 2.

▪ The Program Administrators are statutorily charged with developing plans
that provide for the acquisition of all available cost-effective energy
efficiency and demand reduction resources with consideration of bill
impacts, and therefore, all programs are designed to provide energy
efficiency and demand reduction benefits.

▪ In pursuit of the achievement of all cost-effective energy efficiency and
demand reduction resources, the Program Administrators may now include
programs that:
▪ (1) provide strategic electrification that result in cost-effective reductions in GHG
emissions and minimize ratepayer costs, and

▪ (2) result in customers switching to renewable energy sources or other clean energy
technologies.
G.L. c. 25, § 21(b)(2)(iv)(A), (J).
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Regulatory Context
▪ Consistent with recent amendments to the Green Communities Act,
the Program Administrators proposed to incorporate new
approaches in their 2019-2021 Three-Year Plans that provide
education and support for strategic electrification and for customers
seeking to switch to renewable energy and clean energy
technologies, such as wood pellet heating and other renewable
thermal heating and water heating technologies.
▪ The Program Administrators’ proposed approaches target reducing
a customer’s overall energy use, including conversions to a highly
efficient cold climate heat pump (see Plan, at 58), measured by the
Program Administrators in total MMBtu savings.
▪ The Department approved of this approach and found it consistent
with the revised GCA. 2019-2021 Three-Year Plans Order at 154.
▪ The Department noted in its Order that certain applications of clean energy
and renewable energy technologies may fall outside of the EE framework.
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We understand new ideas have many
funding pathways – we only control
one
Stand Alone Filing

Rate Cases

•Allows for recovery of
Capex and Opex for
specific initiative with
a guaranteed on
return assets and in
some cases financial
incentives tied to
performance.
•These filings are
above and beyond
what’s in the rate
cases.

•These are projects
funded through the
rate base.
•These are proposals
developed by utilities
that get included
above and beyond
base rev. requirement

•Examples:
•NG Solar Phase I, II,
III
•Smart Energy
Solutions Pilot
•NG Electric Vehicles
Phase 1
•MA Grid
Modernization

•Examples:
•Volt Var Optimization
•Utility Owned
Storage
•ES Electric Vehicle
Make-ready
•NG Electric Vehicles
Phase 2
•Gas DR Pilots

Energy Efficiency
Investment Plans
•These are projects,
studies, or
demonstrations
funded through the
EE programs.
•If idea can contributes
to the cost-effective
portfolio that fit within
the revised GCA.
•Examples:
•Demand Response
C&I Connected
Solutions
•Demand Response
Residential
Connected Solutions

External Funding
•These are projects
that are fully or
partially funded by
external
•organizations such as
DOE, DOT, DOER,
NYSERDA and
others.
•Tend only to cover
certain expenses of
the projects.
•Examples:
•DOE Vionix Flow
Battery
•DC Fast Charging
Stations
•DOER ACES Grant
•DOER Demand
Grants
•DOER Resiliency
Grants

EE funds, which are
supported through the
SBC charge on
customers bills, FCM
revenue for demand bid
into the capacity market,
and RGGI funds, should
only be prudently used
for projects and
demonstrations that can
add, or could add to the
portfolio’s claimed
benefits
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The PAs Consider New
Measures and
Technologies
Constantly

What Makes a Measure a Good Fit
For Our Programs?

▪ Technically feasible
▪ Meaningful customer
value proposition

▪ Viable go-to-market
strategy at scale
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Why might something be a good fit in
another jurisdiction but not MA?

▪ Regulatory context
▪ Cost effectiveness methodology
▪ Building stock
▪ Climate (HDD/CDD)
▪ Fuel prices
▪ Consumer demand/interest

▪ Rate structure
▪ Metering infrastructure
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Role of Research and Development
and Demonstrations

▪ Conduct Due Diligence
▪ Technology use in practice

▪ Applicable customers
▪ Reasonable savings estimates

▪ Discovery
▪ Savings discovery
▪ Cost discovery
▪ Customer acceptance discovery
▪ Delivery process discovery
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PA Groups Involved
MTAC

EM&V

Implementation

• Determines
technical
feasibility of new
products and
technologies

• Establishes
total resource
cost, claimable
savings, etc.

• Considers
customer value,
delivery, and
implementation

▪ Not a purely linear process – costs can come
down, technology can improve, customer interests
can change, etc.
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EM&V
▪ PAs review proposed measure for cost and savings
considerations
▪ While there is no requirement that individual measures be
cost effective, PAs are required to expend customer funds
prudently. PAs generally look for ancillary benefits of a
non-cost effective measure to be offered
▪ EM&V can help establish:
▪ Total resource cost (establishing incremental cost can be
challenging)

▪ Claimable savings
▪ Framework and considerations for prospective evaluations

▪ Tools
▪ Relevant evaluations, vendor-supplied data, publicly available cost
information, etc.
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Implementation

▪ Considers implementation strategy
▪ What is the customer value proposition?
▪ How would the measure be delivered?

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪ Lead vendor or market driven?
▪ Upstream, midstream, downstream, custom?
▪ Etc.

What is the anticipated volume?
What budget would be needed?
Administrative/logistical costs/constraints?
Unintended impacts from proposed measure?

▪ Tools: feedback from vendors, manufacturers, PAs
from other jurisdictions, etc.
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Massachusetts Technical
Assessment Committee (MTAC)

▪ Comprised of technical staff from PAs
▪ Consistency and collaboration across PAs

▪ Assess “energy efficiency” opportunity
▪ Thermodynamic basis to establish savings
▪ Guidance for field demonstrations
▪ Refer technologies to PAs

▪ Proactive engagement
▪ Technology vendors
▪ Industry partners (MassCEC, regional groups)
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MTAC Referrals Currently Contributing
to the Portfolio

▪ Residential
▪ Boiler reset controls

▪ C&I
▪ Laboratory exhaust controls
▪ Ice rink vortex water treatment

▪ HVAC air scrubber
▪ Electrochromic windows
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MTAC Technology Highlights

▪ Shelf edge technology
▪ Refrigerated cases
▪ New to US market

▪ Liquid desiccant dehumidification
▪ Both dehumidification and cooling effect
▪ In lab testing, preparing for field demonstration

▪ Injection foam insulation
▪ Alternative to spray foam insulation
▪ New process for scalability and safety
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Coordination with CEC
▪ MTAC monthly meetings hosted at MassCEC (Feb and Sep)
▪ CEC can help support new technologies that may not yet be
sufficiently mature for inclusion in PA statewide programs –
both through technology and market development
▪ PAs and CEC coordinate closely to try to ensure smooth
transitions from CEC to PA support
▪ Snippet from webinar presented by PAs and CEC to
companies developing EE/DR technologies in MA
Product
Development

Testing and
Qualification

Case Study

Catalyst
Program

InnovateMass
Program

DeployMass
Program
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PAs Also Support a Proposal
Pathway for New Program Ideas
▪

Applies to proposals, inquiries, and ideas from stakeholders, private companies or individuals,
non‐profits, community groups, associations, local government, state government, etc. that
require significant Sponsor commitment of funds or personnel.

▪

This process is not intended to address general inquiries or suggestions or general notices of
funding opportunities. Proposals through this process are expected to have the appropriate
level of proponent research conducted and expertise articulated in order to be considered by
the Committees.

▪

https://www.masssave.com/en/learn/partners/process-for-managing-proposals/

PA Decision Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrates potential to acquire
verifiable cost effective savings
Improves program delivery
Improves service to an
identifiable sub-market
Intellectual Property rights are
owned by the submitter or the
idea is public domain
Is it a process improvement
Is this the best product for the
customers
Is this the best delivery method
Is the idea already accepted by
the market/what is the market
potential
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Other Channels for Innovation

▪ Cross-pollination from PAs working in multiple
jurisdictions

▪ Working groups and trade groups
▪ Subscriptions

▪ Webinars
▪ Conferences

▪ Vendor pitches
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Technologies Recently
Added / Implemented

Solar – Residential Promotion

▪ Goal – help connect customers interested in
solar with valuable information, while
maintaining focus on program measures
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Others

▪ Storage
▪ To date, focus has been on incentivizing performance for
both Res & C&I
▪ CLC testing different approach – discussed at future meeting
▪ Note that DR offerings are technology agnostic, so thermal
or other methods of storage do participate and perform

▪ GSHP – C&I incentivizes the delta between standard
and high efficiency through upstream.
▪ For displacement/early retirement, costs too high for BC >1

▪ Residential air source heat pumps and integrated
controls
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Custom Path

▪ Within C&I, even if there isn’t a BCR line item, can
be treated as a custom project

▪ Provides significant flexibility
▪ Because of the resources required to evaluate
one-off applications, size of project/volume of
savings is a consideration

▪ Examples:
▪ Lab Exhaust Fan Speed Optimization
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Technologies Considered Not
Currently Implemented

▪
▪
▪
▪

Residential biomass heating
Residential GSHP displacement/early replacement
Residential solar thermal
Residential load monitoring and disaggregation
hardware
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Technologies currently
under consideration

Technologies Under Active Review
or on PA’s Radar

▪ Air-to-water heat pumps
▪ Gas heat pumps

▪ R-22 refrigerant alternative
▪ Plasma technology to improve IAQ/reduce
outdoor air requirements

▪ High efficiency hydronic baseboard
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Cape & Vineyard Electrification
Offering (CVEO)

▪ Objectives
▪ 250 total non-gas heated participants, tiered services by
income - Low-income (up to 60%), moderate income (6180%)
▪ Enhanced incentives for all three measures for customers below
81% of SMI
▪ Statewide offerings for customers over 81%
▪ Deed restricted properties

▪ Convert oil, propane, electric resistance heat to cold climate
heat pumps

▪ Install PV systems to support electrification of heating
system and reduce GHG emissions

▪ Install battery storage for demand response
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Cape & Vineyard Electrification
Offering (CVEO)

▪ DPU Order – increase stakeholder involvement
on bundled and enhanced incentives

▪ Finalizing program details
▪ Once finalized, Compact will run its budget, and
BCR models to present to Executive Committee
in December

▪ Present CVEO to Energy Efficiency Advisory
Council (EEAC) in December, introduce draft
Resolution

▪ EEAC to vote in January on CVEO
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Takeaway Thoughts

▪ Situations change
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Avoided cost values go up and down
Customer acceptance and attitudes fluctuate
Customer needs change

Customer decision process and criteria can vary greatly
Delivery improvements add or reduce program delivery
cost

▪ Customer energy awareness and value change – with
TOU and TVR in the future

▪ The PAs adapt to changes constantly and
consistently to deliver services and solutions to
customers
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Thank you

